PULL A FAST ONE ON WEEDS WITH
ROUNDUP QUIKPRO™

- Quik Measuring
- Quik Mixing
- Quik Results

SEE FOR YOURSELF
There's simply no better choice for fast, visible results and unsurpassed weed control. Roundup QuikPRO™ for quick action.

THE POWER AND SPEED YOU NEED
- Visible results in as little as 24 hours – that’s up to four times faster than liquid formulations of Roundup®.
- Quick uptake speeds weed-killing power right to the root, where it can’t wash away.
- Rainfast in one hour.
- Quick burndown and complete control, roots and all, reduce hassle of customer complaints and callbacks.

ROUNDUP QUIKPRO BENEFITS
- Easy-to-Find Blue Jug
- Labeled Precision Measuring Device
- Child-Resistant Cap with Aluminum Seal
- 30% of the Weight of Liquid
- 1 Jug Makes 72 Gallons of Spray Solution
- Dustless Dry Granule Formula
- Easily Mixes with Water
- Stays in Solution Without Agitation
- Easy Clean-Up

ROUNDUP QUIKPRO 1.5 OUNCE DOSEPAK
- Mix one 1.5-oz. DosePAK with 1 gallon of water.
- Designed for easy storage, handling and application.
- No measuring and no guesswork on mixing.
- Each box contains five premeasured doses.
RECOMMENDED MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

- **TRIM AND EDGE // Rate: 1.5 ounces per gallon of water**
  Roundup QuikPRO herbicide goes where mechanical trimmers can’t, so use it:
  - Along Fencelines
  - Around Buildings
  - Around Traffic Lights
  - Around Light Posts
  - On Sidewalk Edges/Cracks
  - Around Signs
  - Under Bleachers in Parks
  - Around Playgrounds
  - Along Curbsides
  - Throughout Parking Lots
  - Around Shelters
  - Around Fire Hydrants

- **SHRUB AND FLOWER BEDS // Rate: 1.5 ounces per gallon of water**
  Hand weeding takes time. String trimming disturbs the mulch layer. Neither consistently gets the roots. Roundup QuikPRO kills the roots, reduces time-consuming callbacks and provides a professional, trimmed look.

- **BRUSH AND VINES // Rate: 1.5 ounces per gallon of water for spray-to-wet treatment; 4 to 8 ounces per gallon of water for low-volume treatment**
  Mechanical removal of brush only encourages regrowth. Brush usually comes back even denser and thicker than before. Roundup QuikPRO gives you a big advantage over mechanical methods by killing the whole plant – roots and all. Re-treatment may be required on larger plants.

- **TREE RINGS // Rate: 1.5 ounces per gallon of water**
  Tree rings help young ornamental trees grow and enhance their appearance. When you use Roundup QuikPRO to eliminate the weeds that grow around the tree trunk, the young tree has less competition for food or water. University trials show that trunk circumferences in treated plots increased an average of 144% over trunks in untreated plots. In addition, the use of string trimmers around trees can remove bark and open the tree to insects and disease.

- **WEED CONTROL IN DORMANT BERMUDAGRASS AND BAHIAGRASS TURF // Rate: 5 to 16 ounces per acre**
  Treatments in excess of 9 ounces per acre may result in injury or delayed greenup in highly maintained areas. Roundup QuikPRO may be used to control or suppress many winter annual weeds and tall fescue for effective release of dormant Bermudagrass and Bahiagrass turf. Treat only when turf is dormant and prior to spring greenup. Not for use in seed and seed production.

Experience the difference Roundup QuikPRO can make in your weed-control program and your bottom line. See your dealer, call 1-800-ROUNDUP or visit www.monsanto.com/ito for more information and to find authorized dealers.